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Colleagues,
 
Happily, we have made it to another Friday, and we’ve made it to final exam week! As difficult
and uncertain as this semester has been, it’s good to reach this point in the calendar and
pause briefly to reflect on the accomplishment.
 
On that point, recent analyses are beginning to make clear just how disruptive the pandemic
has been to student enrollment in higher education. See the attached article from this week’s
Chronicle of Higher Education as an example.  We have not escaped this impact entirely at
UW-Stevens Point. Nevertheless, we have managed to recruit, retain, and continue serving
students relatively well through the crisis thus far. All your work to make this possible should
be (yet again ) commended.
 
I have a couple of additional notes:

Speaking of finals week, given the large number of asynchronous online classes that
may be scheduling exams, please be careful to provide enough flexibility in scheduling
that assignments/due dates don’t conflict with scheduled in-person exams.
Today, UW System issued the attached press release regarding an expanded COVID
testing regime during the spring semester. We don’t have details yet concerning how
this might be implemented at UW-Stevens Point, but please know we will be discussing
this and sharing further information in the days ahead.
Finally, regarding next spring, I would encourage instructors to reach out to students
who have signed up for your classes to clarify questions about course modalities. If you
do, the table below might be helpful to share, and to remind students that the best
place to start is what’s listed in the timetable.

 
 

Timetable Language What this means? Do students have to be on
campus?

Online
(AKA Asynchronous)

A fully online class
with no specific class
meeting times.

No

Virtual Classroom
(AKA Synchronous)

A fully online class
with specific class
meeting times.

No, but unlike the fall
semester, you will be
expected to participate
during the scheduled
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THE NARROWING PIPELINE


The Real Covid-19 Enrollment Crisis:
Fewer Low-Income Students Went
Straight to College


By Eric Hoover


DECEMBER 10, 2020


The figure is startling. This year, 21.7 percent fewer high-school graduates went


straight to college compared with 2019, according to a new report from the National


Student Clearinghouse Research Center. As year-to-year changes go, that’s huge.


Don’t stare only at that top-line number, though. Look at the comparisons between


students from different socioeconomic backgrounds. You’ll see further evidence that


the pandemic has hit low-income students, especially those from urban high schools,


the hardest.


The report, released on Thursday, provides an early look at how Covid-19 has affected


the high-school graduating class of 2020. Earlier this fall, the research center released


“These are really staggering numbers. To see
something of this magnitude is frightening.”



https://www.chronicle.com/

https://www.chronicle.com/author/eric-hoover

http://nscresearchcenter.org/high-school-benchmarks/
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a series of reports examining enrollment outcomes at two- and four-year colleges, the


most recent of which showed a 13-percent decline in the number of first-time


freshmen nationally.


Fall 2019 Fall 2020


High-School Student Body Makes a Difference
The number of students who went to college right after high school fell the most from the previous year if they
attended high schools whose enrollments were high-poverty, low-income, or largely minority. 


(% change from the previous year)


Low incomeLow income


Higher incomeHigher income


Low minorityLow minority


High minorityHigh minority


Low povertyLow poverty


High povertyHigh poverty


RuralRural


SuburbanSuburban


UrbanUrban


OverallOverall


Source: National Student Clearinghouse Research Center • Get the data • Created with Datawrapper
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https://www.chronicle.com/article/summer-enrollment-numbers-are-in-and-the-patterns-are-confounding

https://www.chronicle.com/article/a-first-look-at-fall-enrollment-shows-a-2-5-dip-among-undergraduates

https://www.chronicle.com/article/plummeting-community-college-enrollments-inside-the-numbers

https://www.chronicle.com/article/undergraduate-enrollment-picture-worsens-as-pandemic-drags-on

https://nscresearchcenter.org/high-school-benchmarks/

data:application/octet-stream;charset=utf-8,%EF%BB%BFType%20of%20high%20school%2CFall%202019%2CFall%202020%20(%25%0ALow%20income%2C-1.2%2C-29.2%0AHigher%20income%2C-3.9%2C-16.9%0ALow%20minority%2C-4.2%2C-18%0AHigh%20minority%2C-1.1%2C-26.4%0ALow%20poverty%2C-3.2%2C-16.4%0AHigh%20poverty%2C-2%2C-32.6%0ARural%2C-4.4%2C-18.1%0ASuburban%2C-3.3%2C-19.8%0AUrban%2C-1.6%2C-25.1%0AOverall%2C-2.8%2C-21.7

https://www.datawrapper.de/_/aKCpV
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The new data provide something different: a preliminary snapshot of which students


from which secondary schools ended up enrolling at a postsecondary institution. The


research center’s findings are drawn from information collected from 2,324 high


schools, nearly all of which are public. (These early findings are not drawn from a


nationally representative sample of high schools or high-school graduates, the report


notes.)


Though Covid-19 had little impact on high-school graduation rates (down 0.1 percent


from last year), the steep drop in graduates who enrolled immediately in college was


nearly eight times as great as the one-year drop — of 2.8 percent — in 2019. The


“immediate college enrollment rate,” the report says, fell to 27.7 percent from 35.3


percent last fall. The sharpest decline was at community colleges (30.3 percent),


compared with 28.6 percent at private colleges and 13.8 percent at public ones.


Digging into the numbers reveals some key disparities: There was a 32.6-percent


decline for graduates of high-poverty high schools, compared with 16.4 percent for


graduates of low-poverty schools (as measured by the prevalence of students eligible


for a free or reduced-price lunch program); a 26.4-percent drop at high schools with a


high percentage of minority students, compared with 18 percent at schools with a low


percentage of minority students; and a 25.1-percent plunge for graduates of urban


high schools, compared with 19.8 percent for suburban high schools and 18.1 percent


for rural ones.


Across all types of institutions, immediate enrollment of students from low-income


high schools fell 29.2 percent, compared with 16.9 percent for graduates of higher-


income schools, according to the report. Graduates of low-income schools were less


likely to go straight to public institutions than were their peers from higher-income


schools (drops of 20.5 percent and 10.7 percent, respectively).
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“These are really staggering numbers,” Doug Shapiro, the research center’s executive


director, told The Chronicle on Wednesday. “To see something of this magnitude is


frightening. People talk about a lost generation, and for many of these students,


especially the ones from lower-income families who were headed to community


colleges, they’re really at risk of falling off the track and never being able to get back


on.”


Remember all those predictions about high-school graduates’ taking a gap year and


riding out the pandemic by working, or volunteering, or caring for sick penguins in


Antarctica? Sure, those teenagers exist.


But all the relatively affluent students who chose to delay their entrance to college


shouldn’t worry anyone too much. “Upper-income students who took gap years, they


will be enrolled next year,” Shapiro said. “But low-income students are stopping out


for very different reasons — for financial reasons, or because they’ve been hit more


directly by the health impact of Covid-19. It will be much harder for them to recover.”


Source: National Student Clearinghouse Research Center • Get the data • Created with Datawrapper


Journey From High School to College Cut Short
The number of high-school students who immediately enrolled in college dropped across all institution types this
fall from the year before, with enrollees at community colleges declining the most.  


(% change from the previous year)


−4.0%−4.0%


Fall 2019Fall 2019


−5.9%−5.9%


0.7%0.7%


−13.8%−13.8%


Fall 2020Fall 2020


−28.6%−28.6%
−30.3%−30.3%


Note: For-pro�t four-year colleges and private two-year colleges are not shown due to their small numbers.


Public 4-yearPublic 4-year Private nonpro�t 4-yearPrivate nonpro�t 4-year Community collegesCommunity colleges



https://nscresearchcenter.org/high-school-benchmarks/

data:application/octet-stream;charset=utf-8,%EF%BB%BFType%20of%20institution%2CFall%202019%2CFall%202020%0APublic%204-year%2C-4%2C-13.8%0APrivate%20nonprofit%204-year%2C-5.9%2C-28.6%0ACommunity%20colleges%20%2C0.7%2C-30.3

https://www.datawrapper.de/_/QeCNh
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Read other items in this Coronavirus Hits Campus package.


We welcome your thoughts and questions about this article. Please email the editors


or submit a letter for publication.


ADMISSIONS & ENROLLMENT ADMINISTRATION COMMUNITY COLLEGES


EQUITY & DIVERSITY


Eric Hoover


Eric Hoover writes about the challenges of getting to, and through, college.


Follow him on Twitter @erichoov, or email him, at


eric.hoover@chronicle.com.


RECOMMENDED READING



https://www.chronicle.com/package/coronavirus-hits-campus/

mailto:editor@chronicle.com

mailto:letters@chronicle.com

https://www.chronicle.com/tag/admissions-enrollment

https://www.chronicle.com/tag/administration

https://www.chronicle.com/tag/community-colleges

https://www.chronicle.com/tag/equity-diversity

https://www.chronicle.com/author/eric-hoover

https://twitter.com/erichoov

https://www.chronicle.com/article/eric.hoover@chronicle.com

https://www.chronicle.com/author/eric-hoover

https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-the-pandemic-worsened-and-highlighted-community-colleges-chronic-challenges
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News Release 


UW System to accelerate COVID-19 testing for spring 2021 
 


MADISON, Wis.—University of Wisconsin System President Tommy Thompson today announced residential 
undergraduate students will be tested for COVID-19 at least once per week during the spring 2021 
semester. In addition, all non-residential students, faculty, and staff will be tested at least once every two 
weeks.  


The requirement will apply to all UW System universities except UW-Madison, which is developing its own 
testing program. Implementation of the testing plan will be individually managed by the universities. 


“Frequent testing is critical to minimizing the spread of COVID-19,” Thompson said. “We have demonstrated 
at our universities, where the positivity rate has hovered around 3 percent for weeks, that routine testing is 
a difference maker. The UW System’s testing program has been pivotal toward ensuring a successful in-
person fall semester, and we will do even more this spring given how well it has gone.” 


Studies show and experts agree that in addition to the individual behaviors of wearing masks, maintaining 
social distance, and hand washing, regular testing makes a significant impact in combating the virus. In 
praising the UW System testing program during a recent visit to Wisconsin this fall, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention Director Dr. Robert Redfield said the presence of frequent testing on UW campuses 
itself signaled to students, faculty, and staff the importance of masking, distance, and hand washing. 


“Frequent testing has helped us create a culture of responsibility on our campuses,” Thompson said. “I am 
very proud of how our students have responded to the challenges facing them this fall.” 


Under the spring 2021 testing program, faculty and staff who are not working on campus will not need to be 
tested according to the program requirements.  


Additional details of the testing program continue to be developed. 


### 


 
The University of Wisconsin System serves approximately 165,000 students. Awarding nearly 37,000 degrees 
annually, the UW System is Wisconsin’s talent pipeline, putting graduates in position to increase their earning 
power, contribute to their communities, and make Wisconsin a better place to live. Nearly 90 percent of in-state 
UW System graduates stay in Wisconsin five years after earning a degree. The UW System provides a 23:1 return on 
state investment. UW System institutions also contribute to the richness of Wisconsin’s culture and economy with 
groundbreaking research, new companies and patents, and boundless creative intellectual energy. 
 
MEDIA CONTACT: 
Mark Pitsch, UW System 
608-265-3419 
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times of these online
classes.

In-person A traditional class
that meets in person
in a regular rotation.

Yes, unless you contact
your instructor for an
accommodation.

 
 
Stay safe, everyone, and have a wonderful weekend.
 
Greg
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Greg Summers
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs | UW-Stevens Point
202D Old Main | 2100 Main Street | Stevens Point, WI 54481
Phone: (715) 346-4686 | gsummers@uwsp.edu
 

(This message is being sent to the Academic Affairs Faculty/Staff list.)
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